To our Thibaut customers, followers, and fans:

While the world sorts out the serious challenges of COVID-19, we would like to inform you that Thibaut remains open for business.

As part of our corporate commitment to the health and wellbeing of the Thibaut family of associates and their families, we are enabling remote technology and pre-scheduled “distancing” routines to allow our headquarters, warehouse, and corporate showrooms all to remain open and prepared to help with your needs. As usual, Thibaut has excellent inventory and our warehouses are fully stocked and ready to fulfill your orders.

For our valued designers and specifiers who work from home offices, we continue to encourage the use of thibautdesign.com to check price and stock, place sample orders and explore our other digital inspiration tools. Our local representatives stand by for any questions you have along the way.

We are here to do our part as the industry navigates the days and weeks ahead, and encourage you to reach out if there is anything else we can do to help.

As part of our extended Thibaut family, we encourage everyone to be a good neighbor to those in your community. Stay positive, we are all in this together!

Thank you for your continuing support.

Rick Kilmer
CEO, Thibaut